Recently, long-fiber thermoplastic (LFT) composites have attracted great interest within the automotive industry since these materials offer much better structural performance (e.g. higher elastic moduli, strength, and durability) than their short-fiber analogues, and they can be processed through injection molding with some specific tool design. However, to be able to compute the properties of injection molded LFTs, there is an important need to develop process and property prediction models as well as computational tools to predict the microstructure and resulting mechanical properties of these composites. Under Phase II of the Predictive Engineering project funded by the Lightweight Materials program in the DOE Office of Vehicle Technologies, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) developed the property prediction (constitutive) models for injection-molded LFTs that describe the linear and nonlinear behaviors of these materials ([1-5]). In the meantime, PNNL built the computational capabilities named EMTA (Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka Approach) [6] and EMTA-NLA [7] (Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka Approach to Non-Linear Analysis) that have implemented the developed constitutive models for LFTs. The models explore the standard and improved Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka approaches that consider elastic fibers distributed in a thermoplastic matrix whose behavior can be linear or nonlinear depending on the loading prescribed to the composite.
In an effort to transfer the technologies developed under the Predictive Engineering project to the American automotive and plastics industries, PNNL has obtained the approval of the DOE Office of Vehicle Technologies to provide Autodesk, Inc. with the technical support for the implementation of the basic property prediction models of EMTA and EMTA-NLA in the Autodesk ® Moldflow ® packages. The present report describes this effort.
Introduction
Under the Predictive Engineering effort, PNNL developed linear and nonlinear property prediction models for LFTs. These models were implemented in PNNL's EMTA and EMTA-NLA codes. While EMTA is a standalone software for the computation of the composites thermoelastic properties, EMTA-NLA presents a series of nonlinear models implemented in ABAQUS ® via user subroutines for structural analyses. In all these models, it is assumed that the fibers are linear elastic while the matrix material can exhibit a linear or typical nonlinear behavior depending on the loading prescribed to the composite. The key idea is to model the constitutive behavior of the matrix material and then to use an Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka approach (EMTA) combined with numerical techniques for fiber length and orientation distributions to determine the behavior of the as-formed composite.
The basic property prediction models of EMTA and EMTA-NLA have been subject for implementation in the Autodesk ® Moldflow ® software packages. These models are the elastic stiffness model accounting for fiber length and orientation distributions, the fiber/matrix interface debonding model, and the elastic-plastic models. The PNNL elastic-plastic models for LFTs describes the composite nonlinear stress-strain response up to failure by an elastic-plastic formulation associated with either a micromechanical criterion to predict failure or a continuum damage mechanics formulation coupling damage to plasticity. All the models account for fiber length and orientation distributions as well as fiber/matrix debonding that can occur at any stage of loading. This report summarizes the recent results from Autodesk Simulation Moldlow Insight (ASMI) analyses using the EMTA models and EMTA-NLA/ABAQUS ® analyses for further assessment of the EMTA-NLA models to support their implementation in Autodesk Moldflow Structural Alliance (AMSA).
PNNL's technical support to Autodesk, Inc. included (i) providing the theoretical property prediction models as described in published journal articles and reports, (ii) providing explanations of these models and computational procedure, (iii) providing the necessary LFT data for process simulations and property predictions, and (iv) performing ABAQUS/EMTA-NLA analyses to further assess and illustrate the models for selected LFT materials.
Basic Property Prediction Models Developed for LFTs

The EMTA/EMTA-NLA Model for Elastic Properties Accounting for Fiber Length and Orientation Distributions
The stiffness matrix of a unidirectional (UD) fiber composite containing a fiber length distribution developed in EMTA and EMTA-NLA is given by: [8] [9] [10] [11] . ) (l p is the probability density function that can be expressed for number or weight of fibers. From a theoretical viewpoint one can argue for using the weight distribution of length p(l)=w(l) rather than the number distribution f(l) since the process of averaging over the length distribution is essentially a volume average, and w(l) is proportional to the volume of fibers of length l. The elastic stiffness of the actual composite having an as-formed fiber orientation state is computed using the orientation averaging method [12] 
where the coefficients i B (i = 1, 5) are the invariants of the stiffness tensor of the UD transversely isotropic composite (Equation (1)). These coefficients are given in [12] . ij A and ijkl Ã are the second and fourth-order orientation tensors, respectively, and ij δ is the identity tensor.
ij
A is either predicted by a process model or measured, and then the ORE orthotropic closure approximation [13] is used to estimate the fourth-order tensor ijkl Ã from ij A .
The EMTA/EMTA-NLA Fiber/Matrix Debonding Model
In EMTA [6] and EMTA-NLA [7] , partial fiber/matrix debonding is modeled by a modified Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka (EMT) formulation by Qu [14] that accounts for imperfect fiber/matrix interfaces. It is assumed that partial debonding manifests as fiber/matrix sliding without separation. This assumption leads to the following expression for the fiber/matrix interface compliance tensor, ij
where β is a parameter that expresses the debonding intensity, and ij δ is the identity tensor. i n and j n are the components of the unit normal vector at the fiber/matrix interface. corresponds to free fiber/matrix sliding. Equation (3) is used in the modified EMT formulation to compute the stiffness matrix of the reference UD composite [6] [7] .
In the presence of partially debonded fiber/matrix interfaces, the following expression for the modified Eshelby tensor is used:
where S, I and m H are the Eshelby tensor, identity tensor, and stiffness tensor of the matrix material, respectively. The fourth-order tensor L has the dimension of a compliance tensor. For cylindrical long fibers whose length are much greater than their average radius (
), L is given by:
where r is the fiber radius, and the components of the fourth-order tensors P and Q for cylindrical and ellipsoidal inclusions are provided in [14] . Introducing Equation (4) into the modified EMT formulation, the following expression is obtained for the stiffness tensor of a twophase composite:
where f µ and f H are the volume fraction and stiffness tensor of the fiber phase, respectively. f A is the fiber-strain concentration tensor given by:
with T being defined in terms of the modified Eshelby tensor, * S given by Equation (4) . Finally, the application of the orientation averaging technique to Equation (2) allows the computation of the stiffness tensor of the partially debonded composite containing a fiber orientation distribution.
The EMTA-NLA elastic-plastic models
The details of the model formulation are reported in [2] [3] 7] . The first EMTA-NLA elasticplastic model applies an incremental EMTA procedure to compute the elastic-plastic stress-strain response of an aligned fiber composite defined as the reference composite that contains the same fiber length distribution as the actual composite. The fibers are assumed to be elastic while the matrix is elastic-plastic and obeys the Ramberg-Osgood relation: The computation of the elastic-plastic response for a discontinuous fiber composite starts from the elastic solution by the Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka approach (Equations (1) to (6)). The key idea is to replace the elastic stiffness tensor of the matrix material in these equations by its instantaneous tangent stiffness tensor that can be obtained from the matrix uniaxial stress-strain response. In EMTA-NLA, the Ramberg-Osgood relation (8) is used to represent the elasticplastic behavior of the matrix material. Accordingly, the instantaneous tangent modulus of the matrix material is given by: The computation of the current matrix tangent modulus allows calculation of the current matrix tangent stiffness tensor, and therefore, the current tangent stiffness tensor of the composite ( t H ) can be determined using Equations (1) and (2), or Equations (6) and (2) . Next, the matrix stress increment is calculated to update the matrix stress. The matrix equivalent stress is obtained using the J 2 deformation theory of plasticity:
where m ' ij σ is the matrix deviatoric stress tensor. The computation of m σ allows the calculation of the matrix tangent modulus at the end of the current increment by Equation (9). This quantity is saved to start the next increment of the loading process. Finally, the overall stress increment of the composite is computed to update the overall stress at the end of the current increment:
At each load increment, failure is predicted using the Van Hattum-Bernado model [15] that was modified by Nguyen et al. [2] for an elastic-plastic composite by considering at each load increment an "equivalent elastic composite" which contains the same fiber length and orientation distributions as the actual composite but a matrix whose elastic modulus is given by the current secant modulus of the actual matrix material. The failure criterion reads:
where F is the fourth-order strength tensor that is obtained by applying the fiber orientation averaging technique to the fourth-order strength tensor, F . A method to compute this tensor for an elastic-plastic composite is given in Nguyen et al. [2] . In EMTA-NLA, the overall stress at the end of each increment is used to evaluate criterion (12) . If the failure criterion is verified for a given integration point of a finite element, the composite stress and stiffness at this point are reduced to zero in a small number of load steps using a vanishing element technique [2] [3] :
where
is the composite stiffness at the failure initiation, n is the load step number starting from the step at which failure occurs, and K is a prescribed value. The components of α are taken to be very small (~10 -8 MPa) to represent a vanishing stiffness. The stress vanishes according to:
The Elastic-Plastic Damage Model
Nguyen and Kunc [3] extended the Nguyen et al. elastic-plastic model [2] for injectionmolded LFT composites to account for progressive damage coupled with plasticity in the matrix material. Considering isotropic damage by matrix microcracking to be phenomenologically described by the damage variable D and using the principle of strain equivalence [16] , the matrix equivalent strain is given by the modified Ramberg-Osgood relation as [3] :
where the "tilde" symbol denotes an effective quantity based on the principle of strain equivalence, and h is given by:
. The matrix equivalent stress can be expressed in terms of the matrix equivalent plastic strain as:
Using the deformation theory of plasticity assuming proportional loading, an evolution law for D is sought in terms of stress and plastic strain quantities. To this end, EMTA-NLA uses the Lemaitre-Chaboche three-dimensional damage model in deformation for isotropic hardening materials [17] : 
The composite stress/strain response is obtained using an incremental EMTA method [3] that provides the relationship between the overall effective stress and strain increments:
where the composite tangent stiffness tensor ijkl H is affected by both plasticity and damage of the matrix material. The computation procedure uses the current tangent modulus of the matrix material given by in the incremental EMTA procedure where D is computed using Equation (17) or (18) .
Fiber/matrix debonding is modeled by a modified Mori-Tanaka formulation summarized in Section 2.2 that uses a parameter controlling the fiber/matrix interface compliance. While EMTA [6] considers slightly weakened interfaces with constant values of the interface compliance for the calculation of the resulting composite elastic properties, EMTA-NLA [3, 7] uses a progressive debonding law linearly coupled with the matrix damage variable to describe debonding from eventually a perfect interface to a complete debond where total frictional fiber/matrix sliding can occur. Damage evolves according to Equation (17) up to a critical state ( c D D = ) at which total failure occurs. Total failure leading to initiation and propagation of a macroscopic crack is captured using a vanishing element technique presented above (Equations (13)).
Property Prediction Using ASMI and EMTA Models
Autodesk, Inc. has implemented the EMTA elastic and fiber/matrix debonding models in ASMI. After mold filling simulation, fiber length and orientation predictions by ASMI for the final composite part or component, it is necessary to predict the elastic properties of the asformed LFT composite and the extent of warpage caused by thermal stresses during processing. The EMTA models and their implementation in ASMI help solve these problems. ASMI computation of elastic properties and warpage for other composite systems such as compressionmolded composite can be found in Reference [18] .
Prediction of Elastic Properties Distributions in Molded parts
The first application illustrates the ASMI analysis of a large 50%-weight-fraction long-glassfiber/polyamide 6,6 (PA6,6) plaque (305 mm x 305 mm x 2.8 mm") from injection molding simulation to elastic properties prediction using the EMTA elastic model accounting for fiber length and orientation distribution [1] . Figure 1 shows the ASMI finite element mesh for the injection molding simulation of this plaque. Before any property predictions, it was necessary to check fiber orientation and length predictions as the predicted fiber orientation and length were used in subsequent property predictions. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present the contours of fiber orientation tensor components A 11 and A 22 in a core layer of this plaque (the 1-and 2-directions are aligned with the X and Y-directions, respectively). Figure 3(a) provides the predicted and experimental through-thickness distributions of the orientation tensor components A 11 and A 22 in the flow and cross-flow direction on the centerline at 132 mm from the gate while Figure 3(b) shows the predicted and measured fiber length distributions for the same region. The predicted weight-average length and the average values of A 11 and of A 22 agree with the experimental results within 15%. Predicted fiber orientation and length distributions were then used to compute the elastic properties for the plaque as illustrated in Figure 4 that shows the contours of the elastic moduli expressed in the principal orientation axes. The predicted flow (18030 MPa) and cross-flow (13071 MPa) moduli at the center of the plaque agree with the experimental results (16100 MPa and 11400 MPa) within 15%. A similar analysis was conducted for an edge-gated 40%-weight-fraction long-glassfiber/polypropylene plaque (90 mm x 80 mm x 3mm) studied in [1] [2] [3] . Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the contours of fiber orientation tensor components A 11 and A 22 in a core layer of this plaque. Figure 6 (a) provides the predicted and experimental through-thickness distributions of the orientation tensor components A 11 and A 22 in the flow and cross-flow directions on the centerline at 45 mm from the gate while Figure 6(b) shows the predicted and measured fiber length distributions for the same region. Good agreements (within 15%) in terms of average quantities between predicted and measured values are found. Predicted fiber orientation and length distributions were then used to compute the elastic properties for the plaque as illustrated in Figure 7 that shows the contours of the elastic moduli expressed in the principal orientation 
Effect of Fiber/Matrix Debonding on Elastic Properties
Fiber/matrix debonding can occur in the final composite after processing. The experimental observation and data for the extent of debonding are not available for the studied LFT plaques. However, it is recognized that the extent of debonding depends on processing condition and the quality of fiber/matrix adhesion. Fiber/matrix interface imperfections and partial debonding after processing reduce the mechanical properties of the as-formed composite. Fiber/matrix debonding in EMTA [4] is modeled by a modified EMT approach. The debonding model uses a damage parameter (named β) controlling the fiber/matrix interface compliance (Section 2.2). The next example illustrates the ASMI analysis for a 40%-weight-fraction long-glass/PP center-gated disk (Figure 8 ) to study the effect of fiber/matrix debonding on the composite (a) (b) elastic properties. Before proceeding to property prediction, ASMI predictions of fiber orientation and length distributions for the disk were checked based on the 15% accuracy criterion. Figure 9 (a) provides the predicted and experimental through-thickness distributions of the orientation tensor components A 11 and A 22 in the flow and cross-flow direction at 35 mm from the injection center while Figure 9 (b) shows the predicted and measured fiber length distributions for the same region. The predicted weight-average length and the average values of A 11 and of A 22 agree with the experimental results within 15%. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) illustrate the first principal elastic modulus computed for a 40%-weight-fraction long-glass/PP center-gated disk without and with incorporation of debonding quantified by β=2, respectively. The results for the second principal elastic modulus are given in Figures 11(a) and 11(b) . These results show that partial fiber/matrix debonding after processing causes a significant reduction of elastic moduli in the injection-molded composite. The predicted principal elastic moduli at 35 mm from the disk center without and with debonding are given in Table 1 that also provides the corresponding measured values. 
Stress-Strain Responses and Damage Analysis
The EMTA-NLA/ABAQUS ® analyses were performed that include layered shell modeling and three-dimensional (3-D) modeling of selected LFT specimens using the elastic-plastic damage models of EMTA-NLA to further validate these models for supporting their implementation in Autodesk ® Moldflow ® Structural Alliance (AMSA).
Analyses of Specimens Cut from the Long-glass-fiber/PA6,6 Plaque
Tensile specimens based on modified ASTM638 Type I Standards were cut along the flow and cross-flow directions from the long-glass-fiber/PA6,6 plaque (analyzed in the previous section) for mechanical testing performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Figure 12 shows the locations where the specimens were cut and removed from the plaque. The specimen center is on the plaque centerline at 132 mm from the gate. Figure 12 also illustrates the mapping results obtained by EMTA-NLA that mapped fiber orientation results from ASMI to the ABAQUS mesh of the tensile specimen for ABAQUS analyses using the layered shell elements. Figure 12 . The specimens at the selected location on the glass/PA6,6 plaque were removed and then subjected to tensile loading. This figure also shows ASMI fiber orientation prediction and mapping results for the distribution of 11 A in a core layer. The failure behavior appears to be rather brittle for this material. The brittle character is reflected through small failure strains and little pronounced nonlinearity of the stress-strain curves. More damage accumulations are observed in the specimen end region near the gate due to perturbed flow that affects local fiber orientation. To assess the stress/strain response captured at the specimen center, layered shell and 3-D models of a region representative of the specimen center were also built and analyzed. Figure 13(b) shows the detailed damage distribution in the specimen center predicted by the 3-D modeling using 3-D solid elements of ABAQUS. The 3-D discretization used 21 elements in the thickness direction to capture measured fiber orientation and length at 21 locations through the specimen thickness. As the fibers in the core layers are rather aligned with the cross-flow direction, tensile loading applied in the flow-direction has caused more damage in these layers as well captured by the 3-D model ( Figure 13(b) ). Figure 12 ). Figure 14(a) shows the damage distribution in a shell layer of this specimen. As the fibers in the shell layers are rather oriented in the flow direction, subjected
to cross-flow direction loading, these layers undergo more pronounced matrix damage as illustrated in Figure 14 (b) that provides the 3-D damage distribution predicted for the specimen center. respectively present the predicted flow-and cross-flow-direction stress/strain responses compared to the experimental results obtained at ORNL under the previous Predictive Engineering PNNL/ORNL effort. All the predicted strengths agree with the average measured strength within 15%, it is noted that accounting for fiber/matrix debonding in addition to matrix damage has improved the stress/strain prediction during the final phase of loading. However, matrix damage is likely the main mechanism that causes failure of this material
Analyses of Specimens Cut from the Long-glass-fiber/PP Plaque
Similar EMTA-NLA/ABAQUS analyses were conducted for the specimens cut from the long-glass-fiber/PP plaques along the flow and cross-flow directions (Figure 16 ). The specimen center is at 45 mm from the gate. Figure 16 . The specimens at the selected location on the glass/PP plaque were removed and then subjected to tensile loading. This figure also shows ASMI fiber orientation prediction and mapping results for the distribution of 11 A in a core layer.
Figure 17(a) shows the damage development in the core layer of the flow-direction specimen at failure. Total failure occurs when the matrix damage variable attains the critical value ( 9 . 0 c = D for this material). More damage accumulations are observed in the specimen end region near the gate due to perturbed flows that affect local fiber orientation. The dog-bone shape ( b ( a has a more pronounced stress concentration effect in this specimen (compared to the previous case, Section 4.1) that contributed to more damage accumulations near the grip regions. To assess the stress/strain response captured at the specimen center, layered shell and 3-D models of a region representative of the specimen center were also built and analyzed. Figure 17(b) shows the detailed damage distribution in the specimen center predicted by the 3-D modeling using 3-D solid elements of ABAQUS. Figure 16 ). Figure 18(a) shows the damage distribution in a shell layer of this specimen. Early damage accumulations have been observed at the dog-bone regions while the specimen center has undergone significantly less damage as illustrated in Figure 18 (b) that provides the 3-D damage distribution predicted for the specimen center. Figure 19 (a) and 19(b) respectively present the predicted flow-and cross-flow-direction stress/strain responses compared to the ORNL experimental results. All the predicted strengths for the flow-direction specimen agree with the average measured strength within 15%. However, as for the flow-direction specimen, we have noticed the stress concentration effect at the 'dogbone" corners of the cross-flow specimen, and this effect combined with the fiber orientation perturbation along the longitudinal edges of the plaque (i.e. the longitudinal edge walls align the fibers along the walls) has caused early failure of the cross-flow direction specimens. Early (a) (b) failure was well captured by the analysis of the whole specimen. As the analysis of the region representing the specimen center ignored these local effects, it then predicted much higher strength levels. 
Conclusions
The implementation of the EMTA elastic and debonding models in ASMI allows the elastic properties predictions for LFT composite structures for their semi-structural or structural applications. Fiber/matrix debonding significantly affects the mechanical properties (stiffness, stress-strain response, strength, etc.). It is important to achieve good fiber/matrix adhesion to minimize this defect. Future work includes the implementation of the EMTA-NLA elastic-plastic models in AMSA by Autodesk staff for nonlinear analyses of LFT structures using AMSA and a structural finite element analysis code.
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